Paris – Brest – Paris 2011
By Mark Beaver
Randonneurs Nova Scotia

After the usual flight up to Toronto, and a nice supper with friends Michael and Kim at the Sheraton at
the airport, I embarked on Icelandair flight 602 for Reykjavik and Paris. The first leg was to be 5.5
hours, then 1 hour 15 minutes and a change of planes, then 3 hours to Paris.
The plane's lights were off from take-off onward, so I read for a while then tried to sleep. Four hours
of broken tossing and turning later, it was dawn.
Landing in Iceland was uneventful, but they made connecting passengers go through security and xray and customs into the E.U, all of which seemed somewhat futile but probably was good for
employment and the local economy. There were dozens of planes at the airport, surprising for such a
small country.
The flight to Paris was also uneventful, three hours. I picked up my bike at the baggage carousel and
waited for my suitcase. No suitcase. Damn. The carousel stopped rotating; the sign said “complet".
Damn. I went to the delayed baggage desk and registered a claim; they said they would deliver it to
the hotel when it arrived.
I took the train from terminal 1 to terminal 2E, and discovered to my surprise that the Des Peres
shuttle bus was still waiting. Another 20 minutes and we departed. Got to the Campanile Hotel in StQuentin-en-Yvelines and met fellow Nova Scotia rider Tony Kelly, he had an earlier arrival time. We
went to the bakery for a snack then assembled the bikes outside the hotel and had a beer on the
patio, watching all of the other riders assembling bikes and chatting with them. Supper at a
nondescript restaurant and a glass of wine then off to bed for some well deserved rest.
Friday August 19
Awake at my usual 7:25, even with five different time zones involved. Breakfast was decent in the
hotel buffet. Called the airlines, no suitcase yet. We decided to go on the RUSA ride out to Gambais
departing at 9:30. There were over a hundred riders. Sweet riding out to Monfort d'Amaury, where
traffic lights had broken up the groups a bit and some guy's gps sent a bunch of us into town on ugly
cobble stones. We quickly realized the mistake and turned back around. I began riding with a Texas
woman named Debbie Breaud, who was a RAAM finisher in 1991. We chatted for a while as we
rode, then the group passed us just before Gambais, then Debbie and I turned around and went back
to Monfort for coffee and had a nice exploration of the old ruins there, then rode back into the city and
found a bakery. There by chance we met Jacques from Montreal with whom I had been emailing a
few weeks before. We rode back to the start/finish line and back to the hotel. I exchanged cards with
Debbie and she headed off. Still no suitcase, the airlines have no idea where it is. Now I'm beginning
to worry.
Tony and I went to the grocery store to buy supper stuff and a bottle of wine, and had supper on the
patio outside the hotel. Nice wine from Vacqueryas, in Provence. Off to the room for Tony to pack
his bag drop stuff and me to read. (80km)

Saturday August 20
Up at 7:30, down to breakfast. No suitcase. Had to wait until 9am to phone the airport. They have
no idea where my suitcase is. So, off to the bike shop in Maurepas to spend a bunch of money. An
easy ride to Maurepas only got lost once. The shop opened at 10am, I got there at 9:50. Chatted
with three German guys who were also waiting to get in.
Once the doors opened, I went on a shopping spree. Found a pair of bib shorts that actually fit
(DeMarchi), a Gore goretex jacket, arm warmers, leg warmers, undershirt, gloves, four pair sox,
handlebar bag for the seat post, tubes, tire levers, spare headlight, gels, etc etc. Five hundred fifty
euros but you have to have this stuff for a ride of this magnitude.
Back to the hotel by 11:30; got a bite to eat then off to the bike inspection. It was pretty busy at the
bike inspection area but well organized and smooth running. Then into the stadium to pick up the
registration kit and jersey and reflective vest. I bought a sleeveless jersey as well, and a couple of
PBP t-shirts -wow, something clean to wear! Then we headed outside to join the Canadian group
photo which was already in progress. We milled around for a while chatting then headed off to the
hotel, bought supplies, had supper, drank wine, then I joined up with Maile Neel and a couple of guys
for beers at a bar. Headed back to the room at 11:30, just as some big raindrops began to fall.
(30km)
Sunday August 21
I managed to sleep in til 8:20. Breakfast at the buffet then hanging around, chatting with riders and
watching other riders messing with their bikes. The forecast is changeable, depending on which
weather site you look at. Some talk a few showers, some say thundershowers, some say rain, all for
Monday. The rest of the week looks pretty decent. Laid down in the afternoon to try to sleep, slept
maybe half an hour or an hour, the rest just laying there and resting.
Tony and I got some supper then headed down to the starting line at the Gymnase de Droits de
l'Homme to watch the first then second then third wave starters from the 90 hour group. Lots of
spectators to cheer on the riders. Then we got into the line-up to go into the Gymnase to register.
There were very few people in the lineup compared to 2007. We waited for maybe half an hour then
our group was processed for the final (8:00PM) start. We passed through the tent and got our first
control card stamp then crossed the "mat" where the ankle-mounted timing chips were counted, and
proceeded to the starting chute.
Pretty exciting to be in the starting line, with riders all around, but a little different compared to before
because it was still full day-light. I bid farewell to Tony as we knew it would be pointless to try to keep
together in the night. Then the final countdown, "cinq...quatre...trois...deux...un...allez!" and we were
off! The first kilometer was fairly slow as people jockeyed for position, then the group started to
smooth out and speed up. Many spectators lined the course and stood on overpasses, cheering us
on. Police stopped traffic to let us through all the traffic lights and roundabouts.
After five kilometers, we were all still wheel to wheel, there were so many of us. In fact, as the
darkness ensued, we continued in a pretty much continuous pace line throughout the entire first night.
Darkness began about 20 km out of the start, as dynamo lights began to be turned on. The new
requirement for EN1150-certified reflective vests began to become very apparent, as the new vests lit
up incredibly well, augmenting the taillights and often being more visible.

The prospect of riding throughout the night played on my mind, as I was without my customary stash
of caffeine pills (in my errant suitcase), and I anticipated stopping at Chateauneuf-en-Thymerais,
where I had stopped on previous PBP's at a coffee shop/bar. Soon I arrived at this town and was
delighted to see the bar was open and bustling with cyclists. I stopped and ordered two espresso
coffees and an Orangina. This business concluded, I headed out again to greet the night.

It was a long night, town after town, road after road, riding in the field of one's headlight beam,
passing riders and being passed by riders. The terrain varied from flat to rolling. It's hard to
remember the whole night. At the 140km point, I arrived in Mortagne au Perche where there was a
non-controle stop for "ravaitellement" and decided to stop for coffee and some soup. That being
concluded quickly, I was back on the road. I seemed to be passing lots of other riders, both on the
climbs and on the flats. Probably a benefit of starting in the last group.

A couple of hours later, I could see a red glow in the east. I thought, it's almost time for the first bird
to sing, when I heard the first bird begin to sing. A little while later, the roosters began to crow and it
became morning, somewhere before the second stop, the first "controle" at Villaines-la-Juhel. This
was a busy stop, lots of riders there but the line-up for the controle was pretty quick. I got a few
pastries and coffee then headed out again.
Now that I could see the countryside, it was all pretty familiar from my two previous rides. Town after
town, the scenery passed by and kilometers added up. There was a light but noticeable tailwind.
The temperatures rose and became warm but not unpleasantly so. Lassay-les-Chateaux, Gorron, La
Leroux, mile after mile. Soon I arrived at the second controle, at Fougeres. I had forgotten what a
fantastically beautiful city it was, with the old castle and old stone buildings. Onward and onward.
Fiens, Dinge, Quebriac, and then the next controle at Tintiniac, at 365 km.

The day was sunny and hot. The tailwind made for smooth rolling. I came upon the first "secret"
control, at Saint-Meen-le-Grand, then continued on toward Loudeac. The last couple of hills before
Loudeac I had remembered, but now they have big windmills on them. I climbed slowly up into
Loudeac, and rolled into the controle at 17:30, barely suppertime! Shortly after I entered the controle,
there was a substantial downpour of rain outside which only lasted a few minutes. I had supper at the
control and rolled up the hill to the hotel room that Tony and I had booked. Average speed for 455km
was 25.5 km/hour, ok but not great. At the hotel I washed out my jersey and shorts to leave to dry for
the day after tomorrow, and set the alarm clock and had a glass of wine. I can't remember when
Tony arrived, but I can remember dragging my bedding out into the hall due to his snoring. I heard
rainfall and thunder outside.
Although I had planned to awaken at 2:00AM, the slamming of doors and departure of riders got me
up at 1:00AM. I dressed quickly and headed out, up to the control for some food, not breakfast as it
was the middle of the night but a close facsimile thereof. I was on the road by 1:45AM. The rain
seemed to be over, other than a few sprinkles now and then.
There were some substantial hills on the way out of Loudeac, then the terrain flattened out a bit.
There was a thick mist in the air. Soon I came to the new non-controle at Saint-Nicholas-du-Pelem,
but I decided to continue without stopping. As with yesterday, I found myself passing numerous
riders, both on the flats and on the climbs. I arrived at the next controle at Carhaix at 5:30AM, still in
the dark and got some coffee and breakfast stuff, then headed off. The mist became very thick now,
quite hard to see, as I followed the route into the hill country around Huelgoat. I began to nod off on
the bike and stopped to drop an energy tablet into my waterbottle, only 50mg caffeine but I convinced
myself that it was working and the drowsies went away.

The darkness gave way to dim daylight through the mist. The route joined a larger roadway and
climbed up toward the highest point on the course, the Roc Trevezel. Visibility was now down to
maybe 100 to 150 feet, and I began to be concerned for the safety of some of the other riders around
me, many of which were in typical Euro fashion riding two and three abreast on the busy roadway.
Fortunately the vehicles were proceeding cautiously in the mist and the drivers were very aware of
the magnitude of the number of cyclists on the road.

Finally I reached the top of the Roc and zipped up for the long gradual descent. Eventually I reached
the beautiful village of Sizun, with its ancient church and busy town square. I stopped at a cafe and
sat inside, out of the mist, and imbibed some coffee and baguette et fromage. I quickly headed out
again, destined for the city of Brest, the halfway point on the whole ride and 170km so far today.
Some rolling countryside led to the outskirts of the city, and I descended down to the harbor bridge.
The mist cleared as I entered the city and followed a new route into town, rolling though the harbour
port area then a climb up into the city per se. The busy city traffic was a bit of shock to the system.
The road led directly to the control, a fairly busy spot. I checked in and left immediately, looking for a
bakery, which I found a couple of kilometers later.
Having consumed some coffee and a couple of pastries, I headed off out of Brest on the route. A
light tailwind picked up again. The skies began to clear and I stripped off a few layers. I had
forgotten how nice the climb up the forested road after Landerneau was, a gradual climb and very
scenic. Soon to the top, I descended into Sizun again, and got a sandwich and two coffees for
supper.
I headed off quickly to the climb up the Roc, then descended on the highway into the Carhaix controle
again. I set out into the afternoon sunlight, on the route toward Loudeac once more. The countryside
now which I had experienced earlier today in darkness I now saw in its sunlit glory. This was some of
the nicest countryside on the route, rolling hills and fields and narrow back roads with trees
overarching the road, and little stone towns scattered here and there.

I bypassed the stop at Saint-Nicholas-du-Pelem and continued onward. The town at Saint-Martindes-Pres had its party tent in the town square with barbecue smoke and frites, which I regretfully
rolled past as it was getting late in the afternoon. Ten kilometers later, I screeched to a stop in the
tiny town of Grace-Uzel where the residents had a barbecue on the roadside with sausages grilling;
the smell was just too wonderful to bypass. A dozen residents lounged around, deriving much
enjoyment from the spectacle and cheering on the riders as they passed. It was the best saucisse I
have ever had!
Shortly after Grace-Uzel, the residents of Treve were all out in the town square, with live Bretonne
bagpipe music playing and a huge cheer for each passing cyclist. I rolled down the last hill into
Loudeac just before 8PM and got my stamp in the controle, had some supper then off to the hotel,
where I found a note from Tony that he had missed a controle and was DNF and heading back to
Paris. A quick beer and a shower and off to bed, with the alarm clock set for 1:45AM.
Said alarm clock was somewhat unwelcome but did its job. I packed up the drop bag quickly and
visited the hotel breakfast buffet, where five others were already eating. Out the door and on the road
by 2:45. With four and a half hours sleep and such an early start, I began to seriously consider the
idea of pushing straight through to Paris, 455km. The forecast tailwind and gentle weather looked
favorable for a 1:00AM or 2:00AM arrival if I could keep up the pace.
Onward through the night, over the two big hills at La Cheze and down to Illifaut, where the second
secret controle was located. I scarfed another cup of coffee then into the night again. The
temperature was brisk but not too cold, at +13C. Hands and feet stayed warm enough. Onward
through the night. Three hours to Tintiniac controle where the daylight made its appearance, then
onward. Town after town, mile after mile. Fougeres again, Levare, Gorron, Lassay-les-Chateaux...
The sun became warm and I finally took off the leg warmers and arm warmers that were on all day

yesterday. The tailwind was pleasant. I was passing riders on the climbs and on the flats, reeling
them in all day, one after the other.

More beautiful stone towns and villages. More beautiful countryside. It was a wonderful day and I felt
great. Soon I came to the area near Mortagne au Perche, which I had passed through five times
before but had never seen-always at night! It was gorgeous countryside. I climbed into Mortagne at
suppertime and visited the controle and got some pasta bolognase and headed out. The next thirty
km were fantastic; the Perche area is a forested parc with lovely climbs and descents. I rolled
through Longny au Perche and some more forest land as the sun began to set behind me. The forest
gave way to fields and the hills gave way to flat farmland. Now in full darkness, I pushed on toward
the second-last controle at Dreux. I picked up the pace. Now rolling through the night at 29 to
32km/hour, I passed rider after rider.
The last few k's into Dreux were surreal. The utterly flat farmland was not visible, all you could see
was the roadway and shoulder, as if riding on a dyke or causeway surrounded by ocean. Scattered
lines of lights in the distance looked like runway landing lights. Reality was becoming indefinably
contorted. It became quite cold. I put on everything that I had to wear. The last kilometer into Dreux
was weird, with odd turns and underpasses and shortcuts. Finally the stadium complex of the
controle came into view. I gratefully parked my bike and went inside. It was 22:45. I polished off a
bowl of pasta and meat sauce and headed off. I began to be filled with a strange urgency. The
navigating out of the city was challenging, then out into flat farmland again. I hooked up with three
Germans who rode strong and fast. Their lights were nothing special and we began to use my bright
Edelux light to illuminate the path. We hammered through the flatlands at 29 to 32 km/hour, entering
small towns and navigating twists and turns, then back into flat fields again.
We reached the first climb in a couple of hours at Gambais and intermingled with another large group.
I pushed hard on the climb and thought my German friends had dropped me but it seems they were
left behind. I rode with two others past Monfort d'Amaury and picked up the pace. A sign on the
roadside said 15 km to go! It was 1:25PM. If I pushed I could make it in by 2:00. We hammered

hard through the night; I dropped those two and caught up to two more then dropped them - certainly
an unusual circumstance for me. With 12km to go, a roadside marshal in a reflective vest called out
"douze kilometre" and I let it all go. I caught up with two more riders and we hammered hard. We
entered St-Quentin and raced up the avenues where we had started it all, barely three days ago. We
rounded the final turn in front of the Gymnase at full power and let the throttle off on the final
roundabout as a small crowd of forty or fifty cheered us into the stadium. The "beep" of the chip
timing system signal led an end to a most memorable PBP. My final time was 77 hours 57 minutes.
Soaked with sweat, I got my final stamp on the controle card and headed off to the hotel for a wellearned sleep.

